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Biology Society
Audits Policies

Recycling Program
Now iJ eing Initiated
by David Barnes
news editor

by Christine McGraw
associate news editor
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•

A recycling program that covers
the entire UM-St. Louis campus is in
An audit concerning the campus environment was
the process of being developed, said
conducted by the UM-St Louis Biological Society. This
. Mary Vosevich, manager of the
audit, the first report of its kind to be released, was.
grounds division of Administrative
distributed as part of Earth Day 1990.
Services.
The Society considered potential ways to improve
"[The program] involves paper
UM-St. Louis policies 'and practices concerning theenvirecycling (including cardboard), al~
ronment. Interviews and investigations were used as
minum cans, and all of our landscape
sources of information. What follows is a summary of that
debris, " she said. The paper recycling
report
program is already in effect in Woods
SOLID WASTE
Hall and the General Services B uild"A program that would involve recycling of solid
ing. "We hope to have all the buildwaste, garbage in plain language, is desperately needed to
ings on line by the end of December,"
reduce the impact the campus has on the envirOOment," the
Vosevich said.
report stated.
The university will also investi62 pounds Of traSh were sampled from around campus.
gate installing a small recycling cenEach bagwas' rredintO five categories as follows: paper ter on campus that students can hling
(68%), plastic (1 8%), metal (6%), food (5%), and glass
things in to. "Our goal is to recycle as
(3%). Several small scale recycling receptacles are availmany items that we can here on camable on campus involving mainly aluminum cans; but
pus," she said.
hardly enough to accommodate for other solid waste valu"We are also looking into how we
ables, the report stated.
purchase things," she said. The Solid
HAZARDOUS WASTE
Wastes Management Act allows the
Hazardous waste materials, which are pretreated on
university to pay up to 10% above the
campus, are picked up from campus every six to 12
lowest competitive bid for products
months. Since there are no hazardous waste sites in Mismade of recycled material.
souri, the waste is shipped to Illinois.
Ways to deposit or recycle chemiMost hazardous waste is collected from the physical
cal wastes and used tires and oil from
facilities and science departments.
university cars are also being investiThe biggest problem with collection of hazardous
gated.
waste is the inaccuracy, the report stated. Most chemicals
The costs of the recycling proare poured down the drain, which is considered misconduct
gram have not yet been calculated,
according to the UM-StLouis regulations dealing with
Vosevich said. Thecampus will make
WHAT'S
'IN
HERE?
The
Biological
Society
examined
the
make
up
of
the
trash
on
a
little money from selling the paper
See Audit, page 2

campus as part of their audit , (Photo by Eng Teng Yap)

Local Reaction To Iraqi 'Invasion
by Lee tonrad
•

•

•

and aluminum cans to recyclers, she
said, and bigger savings will come
from not needing to empty the
dl¥l1psters as often.
Special trash receptacles will be '
spread throughout the buildings for
the paper and cans recycling program. The receptacles for the paper
will probably be made of cardboard
and will have lists on them of what
type of paper can be recycled ' and
what types can't.
Student organizations are being
asked to get involved with aluminum
can collecting, Vosevich said. A program will be developed with their
input on how to collect the cans from
special receptacles in the buildings. A
letter to student organizations should
be gOing out soon.
"There are certain concerns that
we do have," she said, "We can't have
these cans sitting in the building for a
long period of time because we would
then have an insect problem."
Training sessions for staff in the
buildings will be provided to teach
them what products can be recycled.
The reaction by staff members in
Woods Hall and the General Services
Building has been "great" Vosevich
said.
Conservation ofresources comes
down to individuals, she added,
"How many times do you go to the
copying machine and make five copies of something when you needed
four?"

reporter
Several UM-St Louis professors
recently gave their reactions and
analysis to the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait.
"Time is on our side. He [Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein] realizes
the blockade is hurting his
country ... he's afraid of the preseoce
of the U.S. military in Saudia Ara-

•

,bia, " said Lance Leloup, chair of the
political science department
"We're not as dependent on oil as
we used to be... theenergy
per unit
of GNP has gone down. ff said Edward
Gamber of the economics department This means that the U.S. is
more efficient with one barrel of oil
than it used to be - so if the price
increases, it would not affect the
country as much as it used to.
'
The employmen t report that came

use

out on September 10 was already expected to be bad Gamber said, and the
Iraq situation wasn't the major cause
of the drop. '
Unemployment raised to 5.6%
from 5.4%. There is no good way to
measure how much, if any, of that difference is due to Iraq, said Herbert
Werner of the economics department.
"One factor that is typically blamed
for the increase," he said, "is a slow-

.

See Iraq, page 2

Serendipity

•
•

•

Slew Hlan Lee, an undergraduate In bUSiness, relaxing under a tree. (Photo by Eng Teng Yap)

SGA Sets Goals, ' Selects New
Officer s, Investigates SABe
by Christine McGraw
associate news editor
Sunday evo;;.ning the first official
Student Government Association
(SGA) meeting of the 1990-91.
school year was held.
President Alla J. Pruzhanslcy and
Vice President Mark Grimes presented to the SGA representatives the .
goals they have for the 1990-91
school year. These goals were made
after the officers attended a leadership training development retreat
Promptness and attendance were
first on the list of priorities. Pruzhansky said that since there are only four
meetings per semester, everyone's
attendance is essential.
Next on the list of priorities was
honesty, openness, and willingness. GOALS: Alia Pruzhansky presents her goals for 1990-91.(Photo by
"This gives members the oppOrtunity Eng Teng Yap)
to present a particular view without election of new officers. Dean Den- he can do the job because, "I have a
receiving stupid looks," Pruzhansky ton was elected as the new secretary good concept of time and timing and
for the 1990-91 school year.
knowing what should be going on."
said.
Kathy
Groh.
a
former
SGA
Rick Jenkins defeated Mike FinPruzhansky also wishes that
representative,was
elected
treasurer.
ley
for
the position of chair. Jenkins,
members would be more receptive
She
attends
the
evening
college
and
a
former
military squad leader and
when examining different angles of
an issue. "Remember your frame of plans to major in economics. " I love owner of a business in Clayton, Mo,
reference but don't let it cloud your numbers, I think I can do the job," referred to himself as " ... the new guy
Groh said.
in town. I'm a little older and I've
judgement," she said.
Kurt Costello, selected for parlia- been through a few more things," he
Pruzhansky concluded her goals
with "networking." She said it makes mentariim.is ajunioratUM-St Louis said.
and is presently the president of the
Also at the meeting, an ad hoc
for a friendlier atmosphere.
The meeting continued with the forensics and debate team. He thinks

See Meeting, page
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AUDIT, From page 1
hazardous waste, it said.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
The state has in the past budgeted money for energy
conservation programs. Even so there is no such program
on campus.
During the 1988-89 fiscal year $1 ,677 ,690 was spent
on electricity and natural gas. On the UM-St Louis campus there are 1,393,266 square feet of building space
which are heated and cooled by gas and electricity. For
each square foot of building space the cost to heat and cool
is $1.20.
"The university should seriously look into ending the
constant problem of over-heating and over-cooling of
certaifl rooms. Every student seems to have encountered
the dreaded sweat box or ice box classrooms. Also, new buildings should have alternate energy sources incorporated into their design," the report commented.
WORKSPACE ENVIRONMENT
The UM-St. Louis health and safety policy applies to
students and employees. However, only specific positions
require safety training. Little safety training is required by
the university for students in departments such as chemistry , the report stated.
There is a non-smoking policy on campus that prohib-

brary.
PR~POUC~
in classrooms, labs, IWditoriums, and the liits smoking
The Food Service has DO finn environmental policy, .
the report stated; ''We would suggest that foam cups and
other foam items be replaced with washable or waxed
paper. We would also suggest that Food Service make
reusable insulated cups with a logo that would advertise
their opetation, to be sold and refilled ata discounted price.
Finally, we would suggest recycled paper napkins and an
alternative to plastic knives, forks, and spoons."
The University Booksux-e was quite enthusiastic about
initiating an environmental policy, the report commented.
The director is currently investigating an alternate to the
plastic bags used at the checkout . The bookstore was sent
samples of recycled paper products (notebook and typing
paper) and stated an interest in these as well as greeting
cards, etc.
The Print Shop is interested in bond paper of no greater
than 25% recycled content, the report said. Currently, no
recycled bond paper products are purchased. The University Custodial Department has, however, requested toilet
paper and hand towels with some recycled content. This
deparunent is in the process of changing this to 100% recycled content
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. IRAQ, from page 1
down in automobile and housing
production. "
Leloup continued, "We're in new
territory. We're working with the
Soviet Union for the fIrst time since
World War II. The United Nations is
becoming increasingly more important than it was even ten years
ago ... but anything can happen."
OPEC (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries), a group
of 13 Middle Eastern, African , and
South American countries, sets an
amount of oil members aren't to exceed and a price they're not to under-

MEETING, from page

million gallons per day. With the acquisition of Kuwait, Hussein now

sell. At the July 26 meeting, the price
of a barrel of oil was $16.50. Iraq
wanted to raise the price to $25,
Kuwait wanted it at $18 and Saudia
Arabia desired a price between $18
and $21 per barrel.
Iraq claimed that for every $1
drop in the price, their country suffered a $ 1 billion loss. From January
to June of 1990 the oil price fell to
$13.60 from $20.50 because of, according to Iraq, overproduction from
other countries. Kuwait, they pointed
out, had been overproducing by 1.5

"We're not as dependent on oil as we used to
be... the energy us~ per
unit of GNP has gone
down"
-Edward Gamber

owns 20% of the world's oil. Saudia
Arabia controls another 24%.

1

committee was formed. This committee was organized to examine the
process by which the Student Activities Budget Committee (SABC)
lOaned funds to the UM-Sl Louis
Current for computers. Terence
Small, the representative for Associated Black Collegians (ABC) , .said
that fwlds were distributed and approved unfairly by members of
SABC. He stated that some members

of SABC should have been suspended because they had missed two
or more SABCmeetings. (Afterm~ 
ing two meetings representatives are
suspended.) Small was elected chair
of this ad hOC committee. Also, Bob
Schmalfe1d, the director of student
affairs, will be invited to discuss the
funding by SABC.
Another ad hoc committee was
fonned to look into the revisions of

the constitution. Mary Creason will be
chairing that committee. Suggestions
for revision will be accepted by any
UM-St. Louis student, and ' must be
returned by Oct 14.
SGAmeetingsareheidinroom222
oftheJ.C. Penny building at 7:00. The
next meeting is October 14 and is open
to any UM-St Louis student wishing to
attend.

HispanicArt
Contest For Kids

Welcome
Students!

An art contest for children is
being sponsored by the HispanicLatino Association. The theme is
"The Spanish World" and children
are asked to draw or paint a picture
of an H!spanic nature on paper no
bigger than 14 X 20 inches. Three
age categories exist
t 1-4 years
II. 5-8 years
ill. 9-12 years
The artist's name, age, address,
and phone number should be included on a 5 X 3 index card. Mail
the artwork to:
Hispanic-Latino Association
UM-S1. Louis
c/o Minority Affairs Office
414 Woods Hall
8001 Natural Bridge Road
S1. Louis, MO 63121-4499

Let Kinko's help you "make the grade" with
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Try our:

kinko's~
the copy center

8434 Florissant Rd.
(3 blocks from campus)
Open 7 a.m to 10 p.m.

Everyday
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(only 5 minutes from 'Campus)
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All for only 59 cents at TACO BEll
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15% OFF of School Supplies
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Color Copies
Self-Ser.ve Typewriters
Self-Serve Macintoshe841
Resume Service
Specialty Papers

and any food purchase. ~

TACOS
BEAN BURR ITO
TOSTADA
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lettuce. "mato. Onions. PICkle.

Bel-Ridge

~."':'""T' \"'OO~~L~~ '

7;::8~ ~:

lb. Hamburger
~ French Fries cU~lom,sPic'd
• 20 oz. Soft Drink .

• 1/4

Mayonnaise dnd Ketchup

all $ 00
for

8801 Natural Bridge
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EXpUes 10-17-90

only
Pltlase present
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plus tax

coupon when ordtlring . • Ofter good at PalticlpdllOg restaurants Dilly
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"The Air Force taught
me that golden ' .
opportunities are really
made of silver:~ieutenant.paula Gansky .
"My silver Air Force emblem reminds me that ma ny nurses may not know about
the golden opportunities to be found here, The facilities are extraordinary ! And I found
I could advance my ed ucation and really grow. I WOfl't have to wait 'for years to move
up. There's travel and excitement, too. And I'm treated like a professional- with
respect. Everything I wanted in a ~ursing career has come with my decision to go
Air Force. It's an opportunity to soar in a truly sophisticated medical environment."
Discover
the Air Force opportuni ty. Call

USAF NURSE RECRUITING
TOLL FREE
1-800-423- USAF
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You've Made A Gre~t
Investment in You'r
Educatiop .
N ow Make it Count!
CAREER COACH

758-2005
Offering
• Resumes · tbat Work
• Self Marketing Skills
• Job Sean;h Strategies
Affordable Packages,
Flexible Hours.

DO YOU WANT
TO SEE YOUR
NAME IN
PRINT?
THE CURRENT
is looking for all
kinds of ambitous,
personable people.
Reporters, Ad sales,
Photographers,- and
Editors .
Meetings are held
every Tuesday at
2:00 p.m. in theBlue
Metal Office Bldg.
Rm. 1.
Come join our happy
staff. It looks great on '
a resume, and you
J
can brag to all your
friends about having
your name in the

staff box.

COMING IN SEPTEMBER
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What ' -Happened

To

Yankee·-Doodle-

Know-How?
Obviously, the lesson didn't stick well if the United
State~ can still be economically threatened by Iraq.
Why is there so much moaning and groaning and
name calling\? We gave them power to lord over us by
not finding and utilizing other energy sources. We gave
, them the power when we keep our thermostats at eighty
degrees in the winter, when,we drive when walking is
almost as easy and when we utilize the clothes dryer on
nice days. '
This country boasts of having some of the best uni-:
versities and minds from around the wo-rld. It's technology far surpasses the majority of other countries. And
yet, it still flounders when another country decides to
play games with resources.
Japan and European countries have had to deal with
expensive oil prices for years. What did they do? Being
practically minded, they put their nose to the grindstone
and developed mass transit systems which served many ,
purposes; saved energy, cut down on pollution, and
provided a public service.
In the meantime we've invested our most precious
resource - brainpower - in defense. In turn, we've used
that to strong-arm anyone or anything that has been
perceived as a threat.
Besides oil, the United States currently imports more
food and manufactured goods than it ever did. What will
happen when another nation decides to play games?
Will we send more soldiers and missiles? A bully can
only last so long.
We've become a nation of finger pointers and excuse
makers. What happened to good-ole~yankee-doodle
know-how? What happened to pragmatism, something
ourcountry was founded on?

I

Ten years ago the United States learned a hard
lesson about being dependant on other countries for it's
energy sources. The United States was forcep to learn
'how to consellVe and make better use of energy sources
Smaller automobiles were manufactured, thermostats
were turned down and car pooling became popular. A
small amount of that s~ ccess was carried into the nineties.

Letters Policy
The Current welcomes letters to the editor. THe writer's student
number and phone number must accompany all letters _ Non-students
must also include their phone num bers. Letters should be no longer than
two typed, double-spaced pages. No unsigned letters will be published,
but the author's name can be withheld by request
The Current reserves the right to edit aliletlers for space and style.
The Current reserves the right to refuse publication of letters. '

CPS
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$OAAY, PAL. .. I'D lOVE TO HELP
YOU our, SUT I JUST BLEW ALL.
MY dI.ANGE ON ACA ~ of DOG

~,/o

LOOK, £NOVGH IS ENOV<7H ~
~IS ANIMAL TESTlHe, HAS
GOT TO $TDPI

A S'fRAY. 1 CAN'T
STAND WE 51&Kr OF A HUN6RY 1>0&!

FOOD FoR

/

I (OUU)N'T BELIEVE IT.'
~ 15"0 IN VET'S BillS!

/
CPS'

\tDR~L.L~ 1990'
The Current is published weekly on Thursdays. Advertsing rates are
available upon request by contacting the Current busines office at (314)
553-5175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by
noon the Monday prior to publication.
The Current is financed in
by Student Activity Fees and is not
an official publication of the University of Missouri. The University is
not responsible for the content or policies of the Current.
Editiorials published in the paper reflect the opinions of the editorial
staff. Columns and commentaries reflect the opinions of the individual
writers.
All material contained in this issue are the property of the Current
and cannot be reproduce3 or reprinted without the express written
consent of the Current and its staff.
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Thi s sp ace is res er ved fo r
you to 'vo ice your th ough t s or
opinions on any issu e! But
on ly you can use it i f you ,
wri te a 1et t er t o t he edi t lOr,

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
FraTernities, loroities,
camPIn organizatioN!,
highly motillated indivkJuaJaTravel free plus· earn up 10
$3(\OO .. -seUing SPRING
BREAK trips to: CancunSouth Padre Island-OrlandO!
Daytona Beach: 1-800-2589191.
Addressers wanted
jmm!K;jatetvl No experienO'l
necessary. Excellent pay!
Wads at home. Call tojj free:
l-S00-395-3283.
The Old Spagh9lli Factory is
looking for energetic,
hardwodsing, and dyrwnic
individuals to join our
reSTaurant stall. We .... e
looking for bus, ho.T, wah,
and bar p&rEonnei. Pie,,"
call or com(' d<Mn Montlay
through Friday, 1-3, or make
an appointment W • .,.
located in Historic Ladede'.
Landing at 727 North First.
Call 621-0276
Wanted Typjst: EXl*ience
in academic papers
preferred. Must type at least
SO wO(ds a min'. and have
word processing skills.
Contact Robert Rice P.O.
Box 695 SI. Ann 1.40. 83074
or call 427- ~ in the
evening .
Can you spare 8- 10 hOlKs a
week to earn $1000 or more
per month? Call« 1-8876
between 6-9 p.m. If serioua,
not curious.
Ex~lIen! tyDisv word
procaS9O(. Accurate and
reliable. Foc prompt s"""';ce
call Mrs. Clarke (314) 3296894 .

SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITY
I'm looking for just 6 serious
people who desire an extra
$2000 per mooth witl1in 5-6
weeks. Must be able to
invest 5-10 houtrs per week.
No limit on future income.
Free professional training .
Interested? Call (314) 4647S07 nowl

FAST
FUND RAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 In just ena wuk.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5000 morel This
program works I No
investment needed. Call 1MO-932-0528 Ext. 50.
Volunteer student wanted to
assiSt Stockbroker at major
Wall Street Firm with
Mar1c.eting 8. Research
efforts. Ref. letter giwn if
you work well. 5 hrs. wk max.
889-9812 Tom 4·5 pm.

'.'

207

Need more money?

o..&rweight? Halola Ailerg\etl?
PUS? Other UaladiM? W."t
hal p? cali 441-8876 between
6-9pm lor frae info
thcuundi are benefiting
from.

soccer, and YOIleybail.
ExpiWience not required.
SeH-confiOence and a wiN 10
learn attitude recom~ .
Pay is $5.00 per hr/oame.
Apply at Intramural offioe
203 Mark Twain lOam-~
I.4onday . Friday 563-51 25.

Volleyball and Barbeque
When: Fri 5-'8pm Sept. 21 ,28
Where: N_man House
8200 Natural Bridge 38S-

PERSONALS

3455 Who: Everyone is
welcome.

Angie
Hope this week beiore
initiation is special. See yoo
3aturday.
Zeta Love,
Melissa

RoomBUI wanted: 2bdr,
2OOth, fireplac», 1800 IMt,
$225Imonth student
preferred, m us! see to
appreciate call (618) 2363734.

Lisa R. Get your foot off the
gas pedal or I>uy a radar
detector.
Ollker Chewie.

The lirat Accoun~~ Club
meeting will be held this
Friday, Sept 14, in 126 J.C.P.
Debbie Kettler from the

FOR SALE

Bogged down? Already
behind with studing? calf
Counseling Service, 5535711, to find out about a fretl
new program beginning next
. wfHIk 10 help you reduce
your proctastination and
achIQve your goala this
~Iter. Don't procratinalfl

Career Piac&ment Center will
be ~peaki~. All accounting
majOl's are ancouraged to

A Yamaha 80 watt car It&f'80
Features include DNR,
musie search, separale bass
and Ire hie, and 4 channeia at
20 watts each. Leu than a
year old. Paid $400 aaking
$200 call 869-£485.

attend.

FO.R . RENT

Fundamentals of Production
202 text. Book on aaIe for
$25 coot:act Jim at 7'25-0322.

. call now,

Scott,
Quit lookin' and do
something about itl

IBM-XT computer, 512K,
coior Monitor, E pson FX...
Wide Carriage Printer, Two
Diskette Drive1l, (No Hard
Drive), 1000 Sheets Printer
Paper, Printer Stand, Surge
Protector, Asaorted
Software. Complete System
-$599 Delivered. 928-4711

Zoe, Whars kickin' baby?
Wev'e got to get control of
that wave thing. Ia it x or is it
o? Go fO( the dance dude I
Fruit
Glad you got into lit. class!
F rom one K 10 ana !her.

Trina

To Epsilon Sigma Alpha
The men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon would like to thank
the women of Epsilon .Sigma
Alpha fo a great carwash on

!

!
t

!
t

,

+ No selling or appointment setting

i

Telephone interuiew

CAPT MORRESE
314·341-4925
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6 CUNICS IN THE ST, LOlHS REGION
FIo~ • C#ntr1Jl Wnt End • Soutb 51. Louis • Ballwin • St. P.urs

FlIirvWw H.tgbu, II

Pregnancy Testing
Birth Control'
Women's Health Care

II

Fees are based on sliding scale according to income
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PL4NNED PARENTHOOD HOTUNE

CALLING ALL
MARKETING
MAJORS!
.

.
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The UM-St. Louis Current is looking'
for advertising sales representatives. If
yo~ are outgoing, have some communications knowledge and would like to
grab some fast cash, contact Tom
Kovach at 553-5175 or stop into #60
Blue Metal Office Building.

ConfidentiAl
Non-Judgmental
PRO-CHOICE
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the region's oldest and largest family planning
organizatton-tbe name to trust.
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

Here's
looking at

I,

533~9933
1·8~2-KNOW

Toll-Free:

'

~
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I'm Here
When You Need P4le
~=========~"

Career Week
September 17-21
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p,m,
78 J,e. Penney

.

THE NAl10NAL COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER

Featured in the
September issue:
• Top 20 Football
Poll

.4 Year Degree
Difficulities
.Student ''Batman''
Combats Evil

CIRRUS.

The Automatic Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or call us at 3835555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used atthe machine in Univel'
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

PLEAsE RECYUE

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO INFORMRLLY IJISIr' WITH
FIRMS RND GOIJERNMENT 'IIGENC I ES ft80UTCftREER
OPPORTUNITIES. COMPRNY REPRESENTflTlUES WIU
IE HERE TO BNSWER YOUR QUESTIONS BEFORE ON- .
caMPUS RECRUITING STIIRTS.

IIond.y, SlIp,- 17

Public Accounting

Tunday, Sept, 18

Sales/Marketing

Wednesday, Sept. 19

Social Sciences

Thursday, Sspt, 20

Accounting & Finance

FrIday, Sept, 21

MIS/Computer Science

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

Coming to campus
in September

383-5555

Ii

t. 1~~'~~li~.~. ?~~. I~'~~'~~'~~' '~?~'~~I ?~?i!?~I.~ ... i

HrJOJ Planned Parenthood-

Quality Health Care
.', Affordable Services
::, Reliable Information

.1

Call 431-5560

tl

Efficiency Apartment for rent
Hanley Natural bridge
intersection. $250 mooth
$200 security deposit
required . Utilities except
phone included, stove and
refrigerator furnished. call
Rick 997-3273.

_

~

Missile officer? Navigator?
Pilot? There are many ways to
begin, a career that soars.
But you should begin, now, Air Force
ROTC offers both two- and four-year programs for college students, They provide the
confidence and leadership ability you need to become
an Air Force officer, You may also qualitY for scholarship
programs that help pay college expenses, plus $100 per
academic month tax-free.
For a career that really flies, call

.
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P 65113 tire on wheel instant
spare $12 Joe! ext. 6223

From TKE

.

Looking for eHtrB money?!

Springwood Apt!!.
one bedroom aplS. n_1y
remodeled'range'refrigerat
or·dishwashet"drapes and
ale. $250 a month $99 .
security deposit 9 montl1
leases, minutes to UMSL'
Lambert Airport' and
interstates 170?O,and 270 ...

88 Beretta 26)(xx miles p.s.
p.b. ac ex, condition $6995.
call nc:NI 644-0726.

Sat 9.'1190

CPS

....

Room for (ent, within walkin'g
distance of UMSL. washer
dryer and all utilites included
$250 a month. Call between
7 :00 and 8:00 pm 381-5753.

Desk for sale. Large, Hack
metal desk 3()"x"6O". 4
drawers with secretarial.
$ t 00 or best offer. Call 381-'
0545. Donna.

D Z the men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon would like to thank
you fO( making Sal. night a
great party

-. ...

from $1 (U repair) .
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Your area
(1) 805-687-&XlO leX!. gh_.
2166 for current rape list.

1982 Suzuki, GS-650. Mint
Condition 1/4, shaft drive,
Zhelmeut $800 or best offer
call Eric at 664-8343.

to love you forever

.

GOVERMENT HOMES

CAR FOR SALE 1983
Toyota Tercel 2dr hatdl5
~ blue metal~e exterior.
Grey interior, Great
condition, passed July
inspection. llO ,xxx mnes.
Low price $1 ,800 on campus
call 5957, Ask for Kate,

Lauren
Thanx for being such a great
Mom! Your support and
understanding means so
much! I enjoy our lovely
talks on The way 10 classl"
Thanx again I In Dfta Zeta
low and mine --Jacque

- +--+- + + ........ ..

UMSL Alum has House fo
Rent... $425/mo. ( $375 with
student ID). UMSL3 miles. 5
i'OOITW1 balh, f~ yard,
garage, c:ul-de-sae,new
painVcarpeVroof. Cail Barb
(eveni nos) 434~ 119 for
more 'nfo.

1982 Dodge Omni 66,000
miles runs wry well, good
depend able car, 4-speed
shift, $750 call 423-9729.

t 23 T K E 3 21 Tau Kappa
Epsilon. Be counted with the
TKE's call the TKE Ho~ine
991 · 5119.

IF YOU WANf A CAREER
TIlAT REALLY FUES, JOIN
AIR FORCE ROTC NOW.

~

MISCELLANEOUS

LIFEGUARDS n
INTRAMURAL OfFICIAlS
~ lor IOOCh fcotbllll,

Kingy,
I'm going

by Mark Weitzman

.' .=== .

Member FDIC

-=--

CAREER PLACEMENT SERVICES -...!!ItIi.
I" Touch With Your FuJure

FEATURES

--..,,_ .
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FROM GUNS TO GRANNIES
TEACHERS TALK ABOUT TACTICS TO KEEP THEIR
STUDENTS IN CLASS AND GLUED TO THEIR SEATS
by K.C. Clarke
features reporter
"This is my ninth sick day
this semester. It's getting pretty
tough, coming up with new
illnesses. If I go for 10, I'm
probably going to have to barf up
. a lung, so r d better make this
. one count!" --Ferris Bueller,
''Ferris Bueller's Day Off."
When Ferris Bueller skipped .
school in the movie "Ferris
Bneller's Day OfF,he really did it
with style. From synthesized
coughs called up on a keyboard to
sophisticated hacking oil the
school's computers to change his
absence rep<ns, Ferris gave the
time honored practice of playing
hooky a whole new meaning.
. While Bueller's ingenuity was
mostly the stuff modem Hollywood romemes are made of, the
moviefocusedon auniversal theme
older than Tom Sawyer. Some ·
days, a blue sky and balmy breezes
?re hard to beat. And since being
stuck: in the confines _ _ -_ _
dark lecture hall seems a waste of
. precious youth, it seems reasonable to assuine; if you've got the
syllabus and you've got the textbook, skip class and catch up later.
What have you got to lose?
. According to a sampling of
professors and teachers around the
University of Missouri-St Louis
campus, you could lose a lot! For
example, you could put your grade
point average in jeopardy. And if
that isn't enough,onamorefundamental level, teachers insist interaction in the classroom is really
what courses on the college level
are all about
According to the offICial UMSt. Louis Student Handbook,
"University rules state that students
must attend classes and may, at the
instructor's discretion, be subject
to penalties foc not doing so. Instructor'S will usually inform students of their individual policies."

Elvis Hotline

How teachers around UM-St.
his classes as interesting and releLouis interpret this rule is as intervant as possible, so students will
esting and as varied as the clouds
want to come to class. And, Granger
on that balmy day you played
said, sometimes he gets a little help
hooky. And many teachers have
from nature when it com~ to keepcome up with their own tricky ways
ing up the attendance in his classto keep potential truants glued to
rooms.
their seats.
"Whenever we show sex films,
On the most basic level, many _ every seat in the house is full," .said
teachers, such as Ellie Chapman, a
Granger, "and not even that many
senior lecturer in English and the
students are enrolled in the class!
director of the Writing Certificate
They just walk in off the street and
Program, simply take role.
I don't know where they all hear
"I make a point of checking the
about it"
role and marking it every day,"
Granger speculated there was
Chapman said. "And I do count it
a lesson to be learned there.
when I go to figure fmal grades."
"If we could have a sex fIlm
Some teachers will reportedly
every day, maybe that's a way to
drop a grade one whole point if a
ensure attendance," Granger said,
student has more than three unexlaughing.
pained absences, which can really
- But biology students beware!
hurt a student hovering on the brink
Granger also suggested that, in
of probation. But Chapman said
extreme cases,maybepulling a gun
the real problem isn't a teacher's
on students might work toO, altaking off for lack of attendance,
though he didn't sound serious!
it's what a student does to themLike Dr. Granger, ScottJensen,
selves by missing class.
lecturer and co-director of Foren- .
. sics doesn'llet students get away
"It shows up in the grades in my
classes anyway," said Chapman,
with depending on their textbooks
:..;.cause so much l!;oes on in class
to skate through school.
as opposed to out of it, SO you can' 1
"The number one thing I do is
afford to miss it."
not read from the text," Jensen said.
While taking role seems to be
"Any and all lecture material does
not come from the book. And I
the easiest way .to keep track of
students, it's not always practical.
make sure the exam is one half
Some very large lecture classes,
lecture."
like Dr. Charles R. Granger's biolJensen also feels teachers have
the burden of making their classes ·
ogy lectures, have too many students to waste time taking the role.
more in teresting and productive for
students. For Jensen, that challenge
"I thoughtI'd do that one year,"
pays off in rewards not only for the
Granger said. "and after I called 700
names, I could excuse the class and
students, but for the teachers themselves.
they could all go home!"
Granger doesn't believe that,
"It's students that make profeson the college level, students should
sors good professors," Jensen said.
be forced to come to class. Granger
"And it's a lot easier, and a lot more
said students have to be treated like
enjoyable when there are students
adults and learn to take responsi - there who are eager to learn."
bility for their own learning. Part of
Jensen said students who miss
that responsibility comes quickly
class, especially classes in commuwhen you learn Granger only uses
nication, sell themselves short
the text as a reference tool, and if
because of the importance of the
you miss thelectures, you're going
classroom interaction. Jensen said
to born b on the exam!
there's no point in paying all that
Granger said he trys to make
money just for a textbook.

In

"(Students) are not paying for
the option to buy a textbook and
take an exam," lensensaid. "If that
were the case, all college courseS
would be correspondence courses."
Judi Linville, a lecturer in
English, doesn 'lreally take the role
after the fIrst few weeks of class.
She usually knows the students by
name then, and she can tell who's
missing. And while she agrees
students should be mature enough
to mak~ it to class and be 'responsible for assignments and class participation, she understands sometimes a student has a legitimate
excuse for missing class. Butthere's
. a limit to how many excuses Linville will buy in a semester, a limit
her students have come to know as
"The Grannv Factor".
"One year it seemed like a my .
students were attending a lot of
funerals," Linville said. "Like, an
the next
inordinate amount!
semester I announced to my students they would be allowed only
two grandmothers (sick or dying) a
semester. Anymore would be
viewed with suspicion."
Linville said at the very least,
making it to class every day is a
good way to get in practice for the
more stringent demands of the real
world.
"I think you should learn to
push yourself to show up,"said
Linville, "Because you'll have to
learn eventually to show up for
work, or someplace else that you
might not feel like on any given
day."
Linville said it's all part of
building a positive attitude.
~'Get YOUISelf used to thinking
you can do something as opposed
to you can 'L"
If that doesn't work, Linville
said, you beUer make up a really
good excuse.
"Of course, as a journalist, I'm
always looking for a good. story,"
Linville said. "Besides, they make
good anecdotes to tell the next
class!"

So,

The Tall Guy: Long On Laughs
by Brad Touchette
movie critic

by Greg Albers
columnist

,

Hello, let me introduce myself.
My name is Greg, and I'll be
your Elvis Hotline columnist
for the year. I realize the proper
time for an introduction like this
would have been the first column of the year, but I put off
writing this until it was too late.
If you read my August 30 column aboutprocrastination, you
now have the satisfaction of
knowing I practice what I
preach.
For those of you who are
new to campus and those of you
who never picked up a paper
last year because you didn't
know they were free, 1'd like to
take this time to warn you about
myself.
I'm basically a warped individual. I prefer writing about
offbeat, bizarre topics, so if you
have no sense qf humor, or if
you're prone to taking everything you read 100 seriously,
you probably won't enjoy this
column. By the way, if you are
one of the aforementioned
Jx:ople; may I also suggest you
should get a life.
1bere are several reasons
whylwritethiscolurnn. Firstly,
and most importantly, it is to
satisfy a psychotic desire to

seee ELVIS: page 6

Jeff Goldblum may never
reach the superstar status of Eddie
Murphy or Kevin Costner, but if
he succeds only in his roles of
eccentric and idiosyncratic characters, Hollywood will have no
regrets. I was first turned on to
Goldblum in "The Big Chill",
when he portrayed a less than
likeable reporter from People
magazine, but his best work was
yet to come..

Since then, he's been in the
underrated movie "Vibes"( in
which Goldblum stole the show)
and the highl y unusual fIlm "Earth
Girls Are Easy'~. In both of these
films, Goldblum showed an incredible talent and much prom/ ise, but in his new movie, ''The
Tall Guy", Goldblum co.mes into
his own.
In "The Tall Guy", Goldblum
plays struggling New York actor
Dexter King. King is unhappy
with his only acting job of straight
man to London's hottest comedian, ,Ron Anderson (played by
Rowan Atkinson). He knows his
job is mindlesS, and atone point
. Anderson tells hi~ a lobdtomized
monkey could do his job. The
worst part about it, anderson is
right, and King knows it
King is also stricken with
severe allergies and won't be
treated because he's phobic toward needles. While at the hospital, though, he is awestruck: by the
n~ (Emma Thompson) that
gives these weekly shots. So,
much to his distress, he is convinced by his nyphomatic roommate Carmen (Geraldine James)

Honey, Walt till I'm Drtassed!!! Jeff Goldblum and
Emma Thompson are the only two beacons of sanity in
the insane new movie, "The Tall Guy."
.to swallow his pain and get the
shots.
After weeks of stumbling ovec
words · and flinching over shots,
King finally gets the nerve to ask
her out A relationship insues and
the two end up sleeping together(to
put it mildly) in oneof the funniest
scenes I've seen in a while.
Such is the way most of this
movie goes. The humor is of a
British nature. withoUt the dryness
that accompanies mOS't British
films. The characters are obnoxious, outrageous, and slightl y nuts.
In short, this movie is funny.
Some of the best scenes corne
after King gets fired from his job
for being late after another wild escapade with nurse Lemon. After
his termination, he runs 10 his agent
who sends him on a variety of
auditions, none of which want an
american tall guy.
Afta many unsuccessful trys,
he lands a .role in a Broadway
musical of the elphant man called
"Elephant". From here on out, the

movie gets RUts. (no pun intended)
King can't sing or dance very
well, but because of his awkwardness, the director casts him as the
elephant man. ,The song's words
are goofy, as is the storyline in this
ridiculous stage prodution. Ironically, the play is met with enonnous
success. Other circumstances occur that you'll have to see to believe. This movie is a treat for the
funny bone.
The laughs are hysterical.
Gcildblum's comic timing is at its
best, and the movie promises to be
a sleeper hit this fall. If you're a
Goldblum fan, don 'tmiss this film.
If you're in the mood. for some
obnoxious comedy, doli 't miss this.
If you're in the mood to see sex
made fun of, don't miss this. If
you're in the mood for drama,
passion, and warfare, ... well, don't
go see this. This movie is worth at
least thCee and a half stars, but since
1'm partial to Goldblum's talent,
I'll give it 4. Golblurn does make
this movie work.

Magliozzis "Car Talk"
May Drive You Silly

Hey, Va Need Some Help?: Tom and Ray
Magliozzi are talk show - car repairs extraordjnares.

by Jocelyn Arledge
reporter
Susan from Washington.
D.C. has a tale concerning the
thousands she has sunk into her
'81 Olds Delta 88. Now the dealer
is telling her she needs a new carburetor and new kingpins."
A voice responds, "Your car
doesn't have kingpins. That's how
bad your luck is! You don't even
have them, and they have to be
replaced!"
Is your exhaust system exhausted? Does your mechanic
tell you your car needs a $3000
overhaul when you take it in for
a simple wheel alignment? Even
if you have a simple question
about the new cars on the market,
there is help.
National Public Radio has
given us Car Talk, a call-in car
repair program .hosted by Tom
and Ray Magliozzi (pronounced
"magl-i-OT-zee") These uninhibited Boston brothers take the
fear out of car repair as they give
automotive first aid to public
radio listeners. Tom, 51, and
Ray, 39, are better known to their
listeners as "Click and Clack The Tappet Brothers"Cwho take
their name from the clickity clack sound made by aging autos).
The Magliozzi's both graduated from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and later
decided to open a do-it-yourself
garage in Cambridge, Mass. The
"Good News Garage" provided
rented space and tools to clients
fixing their own cars. As car
repair became more complicated,
the Magliozzi brothers started offering more contemporary car
service.
In 1976,National Public radio
station WBUR-FM 90.9 in Boston, invited Tom and Ray along
with other area mechanics to
discuss car repair on a talk show.
After Tom accepted the invitation, he was invited back. This
time, he brought his brother along.
Subsequently the brothers
were given their own weekly
program, Car Talk, and quickly .
developed a large local audience.
Car Talk became more popular
and in 1987 the show premiered
as a national program presented
by National Public Radio.
"We knew we didn't have
enough intelligence between the
two of us to talk for a full hour so
we needed a third party." Ray
quipped.
Tom adds, " That's when we
decided to start taking phonecalls
from other people."
.
The one hour program is
broadeasterl on more than 260
National Public Radio Stations
nationwide. Other than hosting
Car Talk, Tom teaches marketing at Suffolk University in
Boston while Ray still runs the
Good News Garage. They themselves fmd the fact that hosting a
car-repair call-in show slightly .
absurd. ("You've endured another
hour of Car Talk" is a frequent
sign off.)
Try as they might the 'Orothers can't shake the fact that they're
morenice guys than wfse guys
and that they've spent more time

under the hood than behind the
microphone.
The brothers also supplement
Car Tallc by writing a nationally
syndicated twice-weekly newspaper column which is carried
by more than ninety papers, including the St. Louis Post Dispatch.
Although approximately
58% of the shows audience is
male, many women call in with
their auto problems, too. Car
Tallc accepts calls nationwide and
the Maghozzis receive quite a
variety of questions.
In the course of one show,
the subject of a Florida woman's
differential, a New York woman's
problem with her car backfiring,
and a Philadelphia woman's
question about what new cars
would fit in her limited 175 inches
of driveway were all covered in
more ways than one. The answers were extensive and they
even sent the woman from Philadelphia a list of cars her driveway would hold.
The listeners get to know the
brothers as the subjects of a garbage eating Raccoon, Chinese
food, and the newest induction
to the Car Talk hall of fam e are
mingled with oil changes and
faulty brakes. Tom and Rays
quick wit draws listeners with or
without car trouble.
"Hi this is John from Bolder,
Colorado. I was wondering if
you could settle a debate about
what IS meant by the phrase turning into the skid and what the
classic driver training approach
to that is?"
Ray responded by saying, "It
depends on what religious persuasion one has, I mean Catholics are inclined to reach for the
rosary beads I think."
Car Talk is not only a show
about car repair, it is a meditation on the relationship between
man and machine. The Magliozzi
brothers aid in confronting our
helplessness in the face of technology.
Da ve from Connecticut has a
problem with his '85 Honda
AGcord. He calls Car Talk and
explains that the wheels "make a
. rhythmic sound similar to the
squealing of brakes."
Tom and Ray sing in
unison,"Eee-eee-eee-eee-eeeeee-eee-eee."
Dave responds,"It's higher
pitched than that."
Tom adds, "Wait till I adjust
my jockey shorts."
Ray then addressed the questiOll seriously. "Your brake pads
. have a wear sensor to wrun you
that your pads are wearing out. lf
. you were a dolphin, you would
understand the sound to mean, '
Replace me, replace me. ' If you
don't the next sound you hear-",
Tom interrupts, "-will be the
sound of $100 leaving your wallet."
Car Talk debuted on
KWMU-FM90.7 on September
1. The show airs live on Saturcia'y at nine a.m. and is repeated
. Sunday evening and seven p.m.
Car Talk is part of the weekend
line-up for the newly stream-

See CAR, page 6

ELVIS, from pagQ 5
make myself feel important. Seco&>ndly, it is to try to make your life at
~UM-St. Louis a little more bearable. I
~ to give you something funny or
Interesting to read about between
classes. Lastly, I write this column so
I can pass along false information to
the masses.

our Turn

•••

"The elevator was
broke. "

The question of the week is: "What was
your best excuse for skipping class?

Sarah Panfil
International Business
Freshman

"1 was waching the
Stock Market reports, or Bugs .
Bunny, or both. "
Leonard Brown
Business/Finance
Sophomore

. CARS, from page 5

"/ was studying for
english. "
John Ryan
English
Sophomore

lined format of KWMU. General
Manager Patty Wente boasted "Car
Talk was the most requested program
on KWMU within the last two years."
Wente added Car Talk has lots of
support from the community.
Listeners can join in the fun by
calling Car Talk: at 1-800-332-928

I '

zoo U.

liMy daughter missed
her bus."

by Mark Weitzmal1

Lucrecia Brown
Elementary Education!
. Special Education
Juinor

"/ was detained by my
dormdirector for 111 noise
. 1 tt".onS'" "
VlO.a

Jack Boeger
Psychology
Senior

LAND WITH

+

AIR FORCE ROTC
AND WATCH YOUR
CAREER FLY.

American
Red Cross

As an Air Force ROTC cadet ,
you can land yourself in a career
with excitement: as a pilot, navigator,
missile officer - as an Air Force oUicer.

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

RESfARCH
Larg6st Library

noN
U.S.•

all subjects
Order Catalog Today wilh Vis<llMC or COO

l\"lIIIHI.
See? Your annual tuition is much lower
when you figure it in dog years.l/

II

80~'!.:~~J 4;Ps~~2

Or. rush $2 .00 to. Research Information
11322 Idaho A>re, I206-A. Los Angeles. GA 90025

618-337-7500

Leadership EXcellence Starts Here
L -__________________________________________

BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

American

Red Cross
~

~~

,-

Take
this test.
Looking for a job with great
pay - and commissio~s?
With flexible hours?
Offering valuable training
and business experience?
Interested in the free use of
a personal computer?
Are you a Sophomore or
above?
Full·time student?
Computer familiar?
With at least a B average?

,
,

If all your answers are ·yes·,
you've made the grade!
Manpower needs you as a
COLLEGIATE REP to
promote the sales of the
IBM Personal System/2 on
campus.
For experience that pays,
call today.

l
I
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,

I

•
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Hiring Now For Fall
576·6868
EOE

. Neve, A. Fee

S'TEAMB
BRECKEN ........
JANUARY 2·12 * 5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

JANUARY 2-9

*

5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

VAl UBEAVE R
JANUARY 2-12*
5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS

Wednesday, September 19, 1990
10:00 to 2:00 and 4:30 to 6:30
Alumni Circle Drive
(at the front of the campus)

LOOK ...

at what our campus has to offer our community !

SEE ...

over 50 student organization.s and campus

WATCH ...

your favorite administrators and facu lty serve FRE
cream cones!
,
.

HEAR...

the contemporary sounds of musIc by FAIRCHILD
by the University Program Board from 10 to 2:00 ,

TASTE ...

the marvels of outdoor cooking "

JOIN IN ... ·

on one of the most exciting days of the year ,
• Due to the EXPO activities, thE?· U~derg~ound foOd seMce will
close at 10:00 AM and will notre-open untiI2:30' PM , . .
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
... is currently seeking applications for voting membership. The
University Program Board is UM - St. Louis' only campus wide
programming organization and is' responsible for a wide variety of
activities presented on campus. For more information and
applications contact the University Center/Student Activities
Office (267 University Center) Application deadline: Monday,
October 15. 1990 - 5:00 P.M .
The University Program Board is currently seeking applications for
a Student Artist / Promotions Assistant. This isa paid pOSition
which requires that applicants have at least 6 credit hours per
semester and maintain a minimum 2.00 GPA.
This position requires 15 to 20 hours per week, with hours being
flexible. Additional expectations include creativity,experience
in layout, design or arts promotion. Experience working with
Macintosh software is also desired but not required. Some training
is available to willing individuals.
Applications are available in 267 University Center. Application
deadline Is Friday, September 21, 1990.

. ~
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Lewis Flew' Over U M-St. Louis S-o ccer
Rivermen
Stumble
by Melissa A. Green
SP9rts editor
The UM-SL Louis men's soccer
squad stumbled somewhat at the
Lewis F1yer Classic on September e9 in Romeoville, illinois. The Rivermen dropped a 2-1 decision of Lewis
" on September 8 before bounci~g back
with a 4-0 victory over SL JOseph's
on Sunday, the ninth.
The Rivermen, who enter this week:
with a 1-2 record, found the loss to
Lewis hard to accept They outshot
the host F1 yers, 24- 9, but came out on
the wrong end of the score.
"We had the advantage in play , but
we just couldn't put the ball away,"
UM-St, Louis head coach Don Dallas laments. "It was one of those
games."
It was one of those costly games,
too. The loss came against a Central
Region foe, forcing the Rivermen
into a must-Win posture for several
upcoming regional contests.
Lewis took a 1-0 lead on a penalty
kick by Todd "Wallace, but uM-St
" ~uis Gr~g Tiew' knotted ~.p.e s::nre
at 1-1 just three minutes before
halftime. The Rivermen had the better charices in the second half, but
I LewiS' Mark Swain broke free and
scored the winning tally with just
over 20 minutes remaining.
Against St. Joseph's,ihe Rivermen
took a 1-0 lead in the first half on a
goal by Bob Ferguson. Leading by
just one goal at the intennission, the
Rivermen exploded for three goals in
the final 45 minutes. Ferguson scored
his second goal of the game while
Kevin Henessy added a pair to give
the Rivermen a commanding edge.
Goalkeeper Mark Dulle recorded his
first shutout as a Rivennan.
The loss ~Lewis marks the first
time UM-SL Louis has been beaten

Riverwomen Have Busy Week
by Melissa A. Green
sports editor

A-r-g~ g-g~h! Brian Kelleher aims for the goal as he heads the
!:.laB )ver ,31,l opposing player from Lewis University on September 8.
(photo by Jeff Kuchno) .

by the F1yers in men's soccer. The
Rivermen had captured the thrCe previous meetings between the two
schools.
In addition, the loss means UM-St
Louis has opened the season with
two straight losses for only the second tigle in school in school history.
The previous 0-2 start came in 1983.
Five UM- St. Louis standouts were
among the 11 athletes named to the
all-towuarnent team at the Flyer Classic. Defenders Darren Starzyk and
Brian Hermessy made the squad along
with midfielders Scott Litschgi and
Brian Kelleher and forward Mike

LaPosha
The Rivermen added to their injury
list last week. Freshman Tom Edgar
went down with a knee injury on the
game with Lewis. Edgar will join
ranks with teammates Steve Litsch!ti
and Doug Wiese who are not playing
due to knee problems and a stress
fracture, respectively.
"We had great bench strength going
into the season," Dallas said, ''Now,
we've used it up."
The Riverrnen will host Missouri
Southern on Wednesday, the twelfth,
and S::al.if9mia Pol -Pomona 2Il Sep':_
tember 16 at 5:00 p.m.

right now," Hudson said. "We've had Region perfonner a year ago.
some let downs in these [lIst few . Three UM-St. Louis standouts
games."
make the all-tournament team at the
Offensive leaders in the early going Flyer Classic. Lammert and Llorico
include forwards Laura Schlenk and make the team along with
Kim Miller and midfielder Carmen midfielder Karen Merlo. Merlo
Liorico. Schlenk leads the team with scored the nrst goal in Sunday's win
four goals, including three in the over S1. Joseph's. Llorico scored the
opener against UM-Rolla. Miller has eventual game-winner in that same
scored a goal in three of the first four match.
games and Liorico leads the team
The Riverwomen will face
with three assists. The two newcom- Maryville on Wednesday, Septemers are tied in scoring with seven ber 12, host California Polypoints each.
Pomona on Sunday September 16 at
Defensively, senior Sue Lammert
3:00 p.m., and travel to SIU-Edhas been steady in the first week.
wardsville on Wednesday, SeptemLammert was a flIst team All-South ber 19.

Ken Hudson expected his UMSt. Louis women's soccer squad to
be defensive minded this season.
After the fIrst week of play, just the
opposite seams 10 be true.
The Riverwomen, whO'opened the
season last week with four games in
five days, went 2-1-1 during a hectic first week. They opened at home
withan8-0winoverMissouri-Rolia
on September 5, then went on the
Toad for three consecutive games
over the weekend. They dropped a
3-1 decision at Wisconsin-Milwaukee on September 7, tied Lewis 3-3
on September 8, and edged St Joseph's 3-2 on September 9. The
latter two games were played in the
Flyer Classic ill Romeoville, Illinois.
With 15 goals ~ their first four
games, the Riverwomen already
. have half as many goals as they
scored last season. However, they
also have allowed eight goals in the
past four games, more than their
coach expects from a team with a
veteran defense.
"We can't be giving up two and
.three goals a game," Hudson said.
"If we do that, we won't win any
games this year."
On the other hand the Riverwomen
are Ileneratinll offensive oDOOrtuniOn the other hand the Riverwomen
are generating offensi ve opportunities. In four games, they have outshot thetr opponents by a wide
margin of 103 to 38. Even in losing
to Wisconsin-Milwaukee, UM-St.
Louis held a 23-9 edge in shots.
"In my mind, we should be 4-0

ball away from Wisconsin-Milwaukee to score a goal.
Kuehno)

Four individuals have signed letters of intent to attend UM-St. Louis
and play golf for the Riverrnen.
The four freshmen include Chris
Sanders of Belleville West High
School, Morgan Gonzales of
Wentzville High School, Jake Allen
of Kirkwood High School, and Kevin
Erikson of Aquinas -Mercy High
School.
"These four young men should
help us tum the comer at UM-St.
Louis" Niederkom said. "It's one of
the best recruiting classes we've ever
had."
Sanders, who averaged 38.6 shots
for nine holes as a senior, finished
17th at the Illinois S tate Tournament.

During his senior year, he won the
Panther Invitational atPinckeyville,
Illinois and the Cardinal CreekClassic in Mascoutah, Illinois. A threetime all conference pick, Sanders
helped Belleville West to a record
of42-4 in his three years on the varsity.
Gonzales also played on a successful team. He hel ped Wen tzville
to the Missouri Class 4A state title
as a senior. His individual highlight
was a second-place finish in the district championship.
Allen and Erikson also will
make their felt in the program this
year. They were among the top players at the respective schools.

GO FOR IT! Kim Miller exerted herself as she tries to keep the

Red &Gold's A Classic Second
.

The UM-St. Louis volleyball
squad advanced to the Gold division
round and placed second in the annual Red and Gold Classic on September 7-8 held in the Mark Twain
building.

UP, UP, AND AWAYITara Gray focuses on the ball as it
comes her way over the net. She is backedf-up by teammate Pam
Paule . (photo by Nicole Menke)

the three straight games. They also
downed Group C winner Southeast"
Missouri State, but took five games to
do so.
UM-St Louis lost to Port1and State
in the final round, 15-11,15-8,15-8.
In a previous match, Portland State
edged Southeast Missouri State 159,15-7,8-15,14-16,15-3.
Northwest Missouri State beat
Cameron and Quincy to win the Silver division title, while Missouri
Southern toppled Lake Superior State
and Southwest Baptist to grab the
Bronze Division crown.
In pool play, UM-St Louis had
little trouble with its first two matches.
The Riverwomen beat Cameron 1512, 15-7, 12-15, 15-8. Later, they
downed Lake Superior State 15-5,1614,15-3.
Four of the RiverWomen made
the All-tournament team. Seniors
Jean Daehn, Geri Wilson, and Carla
Addoh as well as junior Pam Paule
were honored.
The UM-St. Louis volleyball
team is now preparing for the
Converse Classic at Central
Missouri state. Eleven teams will
be participating in the tournament,
including North Dakota State,
Central Missouri, Ferris State,
Tampa, Metropolitan State, Angelo
State, UM-St. Louis, and Minnesota
Duluth.

by Jeff

Sanders and Gorrzales gave an indication of their skills recently as the
Rivermen finished fifth in the Eastern
illinois University Invitational on September 4 in Matoon, Illinois.
Sanders and Gonzales both led
the Rivermen with scores of 75,
which tied them for fifth in the individual standings. Newcomer Jay
Pettlon followed with a 79 and
junior Curt Wichern and freshmen
Dave Loomis came in at 81.
The Rivermen fmished with 310
strokes, good for fifth place in the
14-team event Butler captured first
place with 300 strokes, followed by
Western Illinois (304), Indianapolis
(308), and Eastern Illinois (309).

September 13, 1990
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Portland State, rated fifth nationally in Division II, captured the tournament championship with four consecutive wins. The Vikings won two
matches in Pool A and then beat UMSt Louis, the winner in Group B, in

(ph~to

Current
Rthle te of the Week
Sophotnore Cannen Llorico
sQCcer-midfielder
*Named to all-tournament team at
Flyer Invitational
*Scored game winning goal in match
with St. Joseph's
*Tied for second in team scoring
*Transferred fTom Northeast Missouri State
*Had a total of six goals and one
assist for 13 points lastr season
*4-year varsity player at St. Joseph's .
Academy
*All-Conference Pick as a senior

POWER! Carmen L1oneo prepares 10
pass the ball as she is is pursued by
other Riverwomen and her opponents.
(photo by Nicole Menke)

'.'Cannen is a good player," head
women's soccer coach said. "She
makes her presence known despite
her size."
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I would've boughta Macintosh even without

the student discount.

September 13, '; 990

Greg Gallent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

"The fITst time I saw aMacintosh, I was immediately hooked.
It's awork of art. I saw the student pricing and my next move
waS obvious: getone.
"Some other con1puters are cheaper, but they're a pain
to learn, and working on them can be agrueling experience. Last year, a friend bought
another kind of computer against my
adVice and has used it for maybe

15 hours.What a waste.
"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical extension of the,
mind. It lets you concentrate on what's in your paper, not
on how to get it on paper. You can create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of learning ,
new programs because they all work in the same way:
"Once you've worked with a ~1acintosh,
there's no turning back:'
MAC FEST

J.C. Penney Lobby
Sept. 19th from lOam· 4pm
For purchasing information, contact:
Office of Computing, Room '#SSE 103D
Bruce Pcxter at 553-&196 or Mary Brown at 553-0016
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Why do people love Macintosh®
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Ask them.
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